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CAPPUCCINO Ice Cream
Pack of 18 portions£22.95 (inc VAT: £27.54)
Ice Cream Capsules for Swirl Ice Cream Dispensers. 8 Flavours


quantity




CAPPUCCINO Ice Cream quantity

Add to cart
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Add to Favourites




SKU: 1.SWIRL-CAPPUCCINO
Category: Ice Cream

	

Description					
	

Nutritional Specification					
	

Delivery Information					
	

How to videos					

Description
Cappuccino Ice Cream – new for 2023! Cappuccino Ice Cream offers a subtle hit of coffee in a creamy ice cream with chunky chocolate chips.
Supplied in pods for use in either of our OS7 or OS17 One-Shot Soft Serve Dispensers. These revolutionary machines dispense ice cream, frozen yogurt and also vegan sorbet at the touch of a button – all at a super cool -16°C.
The 6oz pre-portioned pods are delivered frozen for use in your OS7 or OS17 dispenser. When your customer selects a flavour, remove a pod from the freezer, peel off the protective tab, place in the dispenser and press the button. The One Shot System offers 8 flavours of Gelato style ice cream and frozen yogurt which can be easily dispensed into a tub or cone.
Cappuccino Ice Cream is supplied in boxes of 18 pre-portioned pods and made for us by Il Primo. Suitable for Vegetarians. Box Dimensions: 30cm x 20cm x 16cm. Please note – this product must be served at -16°C.
We recommend selling ice cream or frozen yogurt at an RRP of £3.45+.
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One-Shot Dispenser
The One-Shot Dispenser serves over 240 6oz portions per hour. With only 1 moving part, there is nothing to break and no components to replace. The One-Shot® system is simple, reliable, and always ready to serve. Offer up to 8 flavours including Vegan Sorbet at the simple touch of a button. Keep up with demand this summer with a One Shot Ice Cream dispenser. No preparation, minimal sanitising, no product waste as well as no refresh time.
Perfect for cafes, convenience stores, bars and also catering, events as well as seasonal operators. A fantastic way to add premium desserts to your menu without the huge commitment to capital outlay as well as space. The dispensers require minimial training and offer consistent product portions with no product waste.
Machine Dimension(mm) 722(H) x 210(W) x 313(D)

Nutritional Specification

Values per 100g portion

Energy (kJ/kcal)
847 / 202
Total fat
7.6g
Saturated fat
5.1g
Carbohydrates
31.3g
of which sugars
28g
Proteins
2.2g
Salt
0.03g

Delivery Information

Processing & Delivery of Orders

Orders are generally processed on the same working day if received before 10am.  Orders received after this time or over a weekend will be processed on the next working day.



Website prices allow for delivery being made anytime through the day generally between 6:30am and 4pm depending on your area.



Whilst we will always try to accommodate specific delivery requests from our customers this may not be possible and only be undertaken at an additional cost.



Ambient Only Product Deliveries

Ambient only orders are generally dispatched by via DPD on a Next Day delivery service, although deliveries to Northern Ireland and Scotland may take longer.



Delivery charges are £5.95 for the first box and £1.50 for every box thereafter. VAT applies to all delivery charges.



Frozen Only or Frozen/Ambient Product Deliveries

Frozen and combined Frozen/Ambient deliveries are dispatched via specialised temperature controlled delivery vehicles to keep product at or below -18c.  For this reason deliveries are limited to areas of country and also coordinated on specific days.  Please click here to see the delivery map for these areas and delivery days.



Delivery is free on 15 boxes or more.



Should your order fall below 15 boxes, a delivery charge is applied which is calculated for every box short of the 15 boxes threshold.



Unfortunately frozen delivery charges are significantly higher than standard courier services due to the specialised nature of a temperature controlled vehicles undertaking the delivery.



At present the delivery charge is £3.70 for every box short of 15 boxes, ie a 10 box order is 5 boxes short of 15 so a delivery charge of £18.50 would apply (5 boxes x £3.70).  

Please click here to see the delivery charge schedule to work out your delivery charge. VAT applies to all delivery charges.



Pallet Deliveries

For larger orders, pallet deliveries are possible and although a delivery charge will apply, lower product prices are available.  Please give us a call if this is of interest.



Collections

Customer arranged deliveries are available from our Exeter depot. Please place orders prior to collecting so the products can be confirmed, stock allocated and prepared for collection.


How to videos





You may also like…
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CHOC CHIP Ice Cream
Pack of 18 portions
£22.95 (inc VAT: £27.54)

quantity
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SALTED CARAMEL Ice Cream
Pack of 18 portions
£22.95 (inc VAT: £27.54)

quantity
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PISTACHIO Ice Cream
Pack of 18 portions
£22.95 (inc VAT: £27.54)

quantity
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STRAWBERRY Ice Cream
Pack of 18 portions
£22.95 (inc VAT: £27.54)

quantity




details
Add to cart			  
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News

Sign up for all of our latest offers.


Get in touch


Mon-Fri : 8:30am to 5pm
Sat-Sun : CLOSED





01395 239500


info@projuice.co.uk


Clyst Court, Blackmore Rd, 
Clyst St Mary, Exeter EX5 1SA





Connect with us


Payments we accept
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Useful Links
	About Us
	Sustainability at Projuice
	Delivery Information
	Allergen Information
	FAQs
	Pallet Orders
	Pricelist
	Videos
	Blog
	Privacy Policy
	Cookie Policy
	Terms & Conditions




Delivery






















Temperature controlled delivery on refrigerated vans for all frozen orders.
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Order before 12 for Next Day Delivery with DPD for non frozen orders.
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Manage Consent




To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.




Functional



Functional

Always active							





The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.




Preferences


Preferences






The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.




Statistics


Statistics






The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.





Marketing


Marketing






The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.




Manage options
Manage services
Manage {vendor_count} vendors
Read more about these purposes
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Deny
View preferences
Save preferences
View preferences
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Manage consent
    
                      